A robust biomarker discovery pipeline for high-performance mass spectrometry data.
A high-throughput software pipeline for analyzing high-performance mass spectral data sets has been developed to facilitate rapid and accurate biomarker determination. The software exploits the mass precision and resolution of high-performance instrumentation, bypasses peak-finding steps, and instead uses discrete m/z data points to identify putative biomarkers. The technique is insensitive to peak shape, and works on overlapping and non-Gaussian peaks which can confound peak-finding algorithms. Methods are presented to assess data set quality and the suitability of groups of m/z values that map to peaks as potential biomarkers. The algorithm is demonstrated with serum mass spectra from patients with and without ovarian cancer. Biomarker candidates are identified and ranked by their ability to discriminate between cancer and noncancer conditions. Their discriminating power is tested by classifying unknowns using a simple distance calculation, and a sensitivity of 95.6% and a specificity of 97.1% are obtained. In contrast, the sensitivity of the ovarian cancer blood marker CA125 is approximately 50% for stage I/II and approximately 80% for stage III/IV cancers. While the generalizability of these markers is currently unknown, we have demonstrated the ability of our analytical package to extract biomarker candidates from high-performance mass spectral data.